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Note: All illustrations are labeled in Spanish. Principal abbreviations are as follows:

R. (Rasgo) – Feature
Piso – Floor
Capa – Layer
Muro – Wall

Operation VI

VII.1 Sectors used at the site of Caballete 2003-2006, with UTM coordinates. Scale 1:5000.
Datum WGS84 (Informe 2008).

VII.2 Location of excavations planned for Caballete. Datum WGS84 (2008 Informe).

VII.3a Map of Operation VII excavated at Caballete in 2008. Datum WGS84. Escala 1:1000
(Informe 2008).

VII.3b Photo of Operation VII during set up, facing north. Subunit A1 is in the lower left.

VII.4a Capa 4 extended included features excavated into sandy subsoil that predate all the capas
identified during excavation.

VII.4b Capa 4 extending across the eastern portion of Op. VII. View facing west.

VII.5 Base of R. 71, a rasgo lined with a bag woven of plant fiber.

VII.6a Post hole lined with rock.

VII.6b Post hole with a rock in the side, R. 73.

VII.7a Capa 3b and 3c, adjacent areas of use surface separated by an intrusive pit, R. 60.

VII.7b Capa 3a was a prepared floor with a number of postholes and other features.
VII.7c Photomosaic of Capa 3a (center) at the end of excavation.

VII.7d Unidad 1, Capa 3, showing features and hearths.

VII.8a Fragments of gourd bowl (mate) in R. 36.

VII.9 R. 67 was a deep, stone-lined pit beneath R. 30.

VII.10a Capa 2 ending at an apisonado (use surface), subunits A1-B1 to A10-B10 (Informe 2008).

VII.10b Capa 2, from C6-C8 to J6-J8. The remainder of the apisonado (use surface) extending north from subunits B6-B8 is visible, along with R. 30, a partial gourd bowl, and R. 67, a deep pit filled with rock.

VII.11 Capa 1 with associated floors and features in the south west portion of Op. VII.

VII.12a Capa 1 in the northern arm of the Op. VII excavation, showing features.

VII.12b View south over Op. VII showing the junction of Piso 6 and Muro 1.

VII.13 R. 68 hearth in Capa 1. Fragments of charcoal are visible in the hearth fill.

VII.14a,b Handstones of striped material from Capa 1 in the north arm of Op. VII.

VII.14c Handstone from Capa 2 in the north arm of Op. VII.

VII.15 L: highly polished black stone; R: striped black and white stone, highly polished, pecked lightly on one side, broken end used as a hammerstone.

VII.16a,b,c,d Denticulate tools on large flakes of rock ranging from fine texture (a) to coarse granite (c).

VII.17a,b Drills on flakes of coarse grained material.

VII.18a,b Cobble flake tool, side view and end view.

VII.19 Location of analyzed coprolites in Op. VII.
Operation IX

IX.1 Location of Operation IX at Caballete, detail map.

IX.2 Surface of Op. IX at Caballete, view east.

IX.3 East profile of Op. IX showing the relatively shallow cultural deposits.

IX.4 The oldest feature excavated, R.34 was dug into the gravelly original surface in subunit A4.

IX.5 The oldest floor surface in Op. IX was R.10.

IX.6a A portion of R.10 extended across the entire unit. Initially identified as R. 43 in the looter’s pit, this portion of floor was identified as the extension of R. 10.

IX.6b Photograph of Op. IX showing the looter’s pit and the portion of R.10 visible in it.

IX.7 Postholes R. 26 and R.31 may have been part of a temporary structure.

IX.8 Muro 1 (R. 40) and Muro 2 (R. 39), with Piso 1 (R. 35), Piso 2 (R. 37) and Piso 3 (R. 38).

In the cleared looter’s pit, a fragment of R. 10 can be seen.

IX.9 A large intrusive pit, R. 3 covered the east edge of Op. IX. Within the NW room formed by Muro 1 and Muro 2, F. 4 was a layer of coarse sand that covered the floor surface.

IX.10 A patch of clayey soil formed R. 1.

IX.11a Above R. 1 was a row of rock that may be the remains of a dry-laid stone wall.

IX.11b Photo of Op. IX facing north, looking over the possible wall identified in Capa 2.

IX.12a Small hearth or burned area, R. 2, inside the NW room in op. IX.

IX.12b Photo of R. 2, ash and burned soil in a circular feature.

IX.13 The sharp edge on a natural angular rock was retouched to create denticulate chopping-cutting edge.

IX.14a Top view of cobble flake tool.

IX.14b Side view of cobble flake tool.
IX.15a  Bundle/offering of plant remains from west border of Op. IX.
IX.15b  Small skein of cotton string from the bundle/offering in the west border of Op. IX.
IX.16  Bundle/offering from the east border of Op. IX consisting of a small rolled mat.
IX.17  Bobbin wound with string from R. 22.
IX.18a  Wad of cotton fiber tied with string from R. 13.
IX.18b  Location of R. 10-R. 21.
IX.19a  Net fragment from R.9.
IX.19b  Net fragment from west profile of Op. IX.
IX.20  Perforated disk of mate (gourd), possible spindle whorl.
IX.21  Cotton fabric from the margin of Op. IX, with overcast seam.

**Operation X**

X.1  Location of Operation X at Caballete.
X.3  Close-up of the surface of Op. X, showing the mollusk and charcoal fragments visible on the surface.
X.5  Capa 4, the lowest level excavated, showing the use surface within and around the R. 8 structure, features visible and some outcropping of bedrock.
X.6  Capa 3 excavation, showing the two semicircular structures identified.
X.7  Rasgo 8, a U-shaped wall trench outlining a temporary structure of cane.
X.8a  R. 8 wall trench with cane fragment in situ.
X.8b  Cane poles preserved in the R. 8 wall trench.
X.9 Maize stalk in R. 8 wall trench.

X.10 Hearth, R. 5, in the structure outlined by wall trench R. 8.

X.11 Small pit, R.7, containing corn cobs.

X.12 Metal fish hook

X.13 Structure formed by the R. 22 wall trench

X.14 Photo of R. 22 structure.

X.15 Denticulate tool from Op. X.

X.16 Tubular bone beads.

X.17 Capa I use surface and R.2.

X.18a Twined textile fragment from R.1

X.18b Twined textile fragment from R.1.

X.19 Corn stalk found in R. 8 wall trench.
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